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HATONN

ODDS AND ENDS-AND--ODD ENDS
No, Dharma, we shall not just
write another nice message today. However, we will respond
to some inquiries which seem to
fit with all and who present the
questions asked by many.
So often the inquiry comes to
me as to “How” do you quiet
yourself and “How” do you
cause yourself to “remember”?
Then comes the inquiries of,
“How do I explain to my children?”
“How do I speak to
other people about this wondrous new information and point
out the errors of the society as
is?” is constant unto me. First,
and this will at first sound contradictory to that which I nag
you about on a daily basis, you
wait uDon the Lord! You must
un&rs.tandtlaat&e~~
Expresses are written for over 6
l/2 billion individuals, but with
a thrust from this location, to
the Americans who can make
the largest impact on the planet
society and governments by
bringing their own back within
control. If the United States can
regain control then they will
remain the strongest nation for it
is from the United States that
the
greatest
assault
on
“freedom” is being thrust.
If you, as Norma Z. who writes
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in great pleading for help, are
seemingly
pushed,
beyond
reasonable expectations,
then
you most likely have a specific
task awaiting its unfoldment.
That will come into your recognition as you remain ready and
continue your input of information.
Everyone begins with
self--there is no other way. One
must come into mastery of self
before being qualified to teach
another.
You ones must come off and
ease up as you desire to
“convince” others of your information for, unless they have
been introduced quite slowly,
they will rebel and you will
have only lost ground.
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whether or not you realize it,
the mind will accept the input if
you repeat the intent many
times. You will not realize, always, just what the response IS.
Be patient, for it will rarely

come as YOU expect: this allows WISDOM to temper and
organize and allow vision of
“the best way” to achieve your
aoal.

Aside, for all of you readers,
please, may I ask your input?
In the America West catalogue
you will find a set of “Self Esteem/Weight
Loss Program”
(Dimensional Life Programs)
available. That set was done by
Dharma in 1985/86 for a most
specific assignment. I sat with
her after the loss, to suicide, of
her son for whom the set was
being completed for his teaching
use--and I have no interest in
the weight loss portion of the
set, other than for those of you
who struggle with weight control and wish to utilize it for
same. The set was made years
prior to Dharma’s realization
that we were in participation, or
that there was a higher purpose
for her training. The’value of
the tapes is in the thorough covering of the subject of hypnosis,
how to get ‘into a state of relaxation, etc. That set of tapes
is not the point in focus herein,
however.

To “silence your thoughts” at
first seems impossible, but like
all else--that which you focus on
becomes that which is achieved
and if you work to “empty”
your mind it shall only become
more filled with the mere
thought of becoming empty. In
this instance, I shall ask that a
“quieting and receiving” tape be
sent to you for you are working
far too hard at “meditation” and
the tendency is to follow all of
the so-called “channeling teachers”, etc. Stop it. The point is
to totally relax and “allow” and
while you relax allow the
thoughts to flow as they will
without stopping to ponder
My inquiry deals with whether
them. Put the thought up front
which you wish to ponder and,
or not you as the readers would
.
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wish the same introductory tape
so that you have information
about WHAT YOU ARE EFFORTING TO ACHIEVE, and
some relaxation tapes as followon. I cannot ask America West
to carry one more load as the
expenses are tremendous as is,
but if you ones would desire
such material we can keep cost
to absolute minimum, delete the
pretty packaging, etc., and give
you ones some basic personal
material with which to work. I
CAN SHOW YOU HOW AND,
WITH
DHARMA,
WALK
YOU THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE--I DO NOT FIND
THAT TELLING YOU HOW
ON PAPER DOES VERY
MUCH. WOULD YOU ONES
WHO WOULD
LIKE TO
PARTICIPATE IN SUCH A
LET
LITTLE
PROGRAM,
DHARAMA KNOW AND WE
WOULD ARRANGE TO PUT
ONE TOGETHER FOR YOU.
WE ALREADY HAVE THE
BASIC TAPES MADE FOR
WE MADE TAPES IN ORDER
TO ALLOW DHARMA TO
COME INTO THE “QUIET”
COMMUNION
PRIOR
TO
OUR
DIRECT
CONTACT
AND STILL, WHEN SHE IS
“DOWN” OR HARRASSED
GREATLY--SHE GOES INTO
THE QUIET WITH US FOR A
HALF HOUR OR SO.
The
ones structured for her own use
would not be “as professional”
as one professionally made--but
I promise you they do the job.
Also, she made a tape several
years back to help her restless
grandchildren
fall to sleep.
Some were going through traumatic experiences and insecurity. The tape is simply a wondrous journey into the wonderland of a space-ship journey
allowing a child to fall to sleep
with the wonders of the cosmos
and renew his own wondrous
dreams. She called it the “Fairy
Grandmother” tape because it
stresses and re-stresses that the

child is LOVED--ABOVE ALL,
THE CHILD IS LOVED. She
also put together another tape to
quiet the children and allow
them to come into rest in the
daytime with the thrust to
building the desire to better do
school activities and integrate
more easily with others. These
have never been available except
as simply sharing. These two,
of course, are for the young
child--except
the space-craft
journey and that one is a joy for
every age, but geared to the little child. I would ask Oberli
and George to look into these
possibilities of availability if
enough of you wish. Dharma
was a gifted therapist and it is a
loss to keep her to the computer
constantly for healing comes
through the mind--JUST AS
DOES NEGATIVE
BRAINWASHING.
AS A MATTER
OF FACT, IT IS ONLY
REPLACING
THROUGH
THOSE NEGATIVE
DATA
BANKS THAT YOU CAN
TRULY
CHANGE
YOUR
IDEAS AND HEREIN LIES
THE GREAT BARRIER FOR
HUMANITY--THE EVIL INPUTTERS
HAVE BURIED
YOU AND YOU HAVE NO
SEEMING RECOURSE. YOU
DO, OF COURSE, BUT YOU
ARE ALSO TAUGHT THAT
THE METHODS ARE EVIL.
DO YOU NOW SEE HOW
YOU HAVE BEEN DUPED?
“THEY” HAVE USED ALL
THE WONDROUS
TOOLS
FROM GOD TO HOLD YOU
WE HAVE A
HOSTAGE.
WONDROUS SAYING REGARDING MOVING INTO
AND WITHIN THE MIND
THROUGH
RELAXATION
AND GUIDANCE--“UNLOCK
AND
BE
YOUR
MIND
FREE! ”
Each problem or thought has a
counter thought--each and every
word and thought provokes reaction and thought-conditioned
response. If I say “red, white
2
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and blue” what is your first
thought? Well, it won’t be the
U.S. Flag--in South Africa.
Norma Z. asks for information
and a separate document with
instructions for children so that
they can be brought into understanding--believe me, they will
come into understanding instantly--far faster than we “old
folk”! They are sent for specific reasons of bringing you
ones home. So simply guide by
giving them PERMISSION to
not accept the limitations of bigoted religions, let them know
that YOU KNOW THEY SEE
THROUGH THE DRIVEL and
encourage them to dream of
positive things and come into
brotherhood. They KNOW we
are out here and they know they
are there--for some purpose beyond the lies they see each day
of their lives--but, they also
must live through it in reasonable compliance UNTIL THE
ADULTS DO SOMETHING
TO RECLAIM THAT WHICH
YOU WERE SENT TO DO-THE
CARETAKERS
FOR
PLANET AND CARETAKERS
OF THE “LAWS ‘I.
The “Journals” are new--less
than two years for these first
loads of bombs and information-give time for digestion and as
clarity comes as to the facts of
that which IS--then shall come
the opportunity to begin to regain control. You must begin to
know and live
understand,
Truth--then actions will follow
as surely as night follows day.
become
must
YOU
KINDER/GENTLER individual
and then the light shall be quite
As you stop efcontagious.
forting to measure up to all the
ridiculous’ projections
thrust
upon you, from sexual habits of
performance to any other response to the lies--YOU WILL
COME INTO BALANCE AND
SELF-STRENGTH.
AS ONE
TURNS WITHIN AND INTO
#5 & 6

THE
BALANCE
WITH
TRUTH AND WITHIN THE
TRUTH OF THE COMMANDMENTS
(SIMPLE-REASONABLE LAWS OF GOD AND
BALANCE OF THE CREATION’S LAWS OF NATURE), others will find their
way. If “other” demands YOU
break the laws in any area of
experience-- then YOU MUST
STAND STRONG--not in argument nor thrusting nor blaming--just stand within Truth for
no man, woman or child has
right to pull another into that
which is incorrect and against
God. If you deliberately thrust
against the laws of God-knowingly, the one who has pulled
you down will be in worse
condition for he will know your
capitulation and despise you for
it.
Will you err? Constantly! God
does not demand perfection--He
demands that you constantly effort toward perfection as the
created perfection of that which
you ARE. God created you in
HIS image--that, dear ones, is
PERFECTION! Further, He is
within and there is no strength
in the Universe which can stand
against the power of God of
Light. You hold this magniticent power in shackles when
you fail to recognize that wondrous self within--when you are
faint and weary--HE
CAN
CARRY YOU TO THE COSMOS WITHOUT EFFORT-AND THAT IS THE TRUTH
WHICH
MUST
BE
REMEMBERED.
Stop trying to

remember
evervthing;
when
you come into the remembering
of your wondrous connection
with God--all the rest shall be
added unto you. I didn’t say
go down to the local church, by
any label,
and be
“born
again “, whatever is meant by
that. Usually it means to go to
the club-house and pronounce
something or other according to
whatever doctrine is dumped

upon your searching beings
and through
that HUMAN
“authority” you do something
else, like sip symbolic blood
and eat symbolic jlesh and/or
dip your head in water. IT IS
THE SOUL WITHIN WHICH
MUST
BE
REBORN
IN
RECOGNITION
OF
CREATOR/CREATION,
FATHER/MOTHER.
CHILDREN

As your children see the contradictions of actions, i.e., that evil
lies are projected from the
church pulpits and false fundamental truths are lived for only
an hour once a week--they are
laden with fear of transgression,
etc. A parent must be strong
and tell the children that it is
“wrong” , that adults make errors. A child is punished and
told not to “lie” and yet, everything in his life is a “lie” and
the child will invariably “follow
the example: , not the word.
Precious ones, you do not have
an easy path to set things to
right again and bring balance
again with soul and physical
being. God never promised you
it would be easy--it is MAN
WHO DECEIVES AND SAYS
YOU CAN DUMP IT ALL ON
THE BACK AND BLOOD OF
ONE MAN LONG BEFORE
YOUR BEING.
NO, EACH
WILL
CONFRONT
SELF
AND GOD AND YE WILL
JUDGE SELF FOR GOD IS
JUST AND JUDGES NOT IN
THE SENSE WHICH YOU
EXPECT.
Allow the children to SEE the
contradictions and all you can
do is tell them to be patient and
together we can bring balance
back into this place. The things
of the “moment”, such as their
savings, etc., and massive social
affairs are beyond their understanding so you must just guide
and it is wondrous for a parent
to say to the child, “Precious, I
‘3
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love
dearly,
but
YOU
Mommy/Daddy just don’t yet
know either, but together we
will find out the truth of it.” A
child can deal with his feelings
of total inadequacy if he can see
that his significant “parent figures” are capable of erring and
“not knowing” either--and oh, it
becomes ever so much easier for
the parents. As parents--forgive
yourselves first and then you
can forgive your children for the
.reflection which they ARE--of
Then move within and
you!
love and give honor to self, forgive self, encourage self--and it
will wash over the children like
waters upon the thirsty shores.
Dear ones, the first intent to
gain control of the world by the
Elite was to pull the family units
asunder and corrupt the relationships. It has been accomplished
so it will not be easy to set it to
right--but the reversal again into
Truth, love and unity must be
accomplished, as tedious and
painful as it may seem--you are
experiencing in a time of total
chaos and “tough love” is all
that will see you through this
journey. Force will do nothing
except cause more rebellion so
you are in difficult circumstances, but a child demands
discipline and limitations given
within loving/sharing and then
he deserves that his roots be
deep but his wings unfulded that
he may dream and fly.
How do you tell children about
spacemen? You tell them that
the Loving God the Father always sends ones before Him to
prepare the way. Tell them that
Earth Man is afraid of the unknown and especially the unknown power of ones unseen.
Tell them that there are billions
(beyond the counting) of places
in the great heavens where other
beings live and LET THEM
DREAM.
Tell them that the
foolish stories from outer space
are foolish tales to frighten and
#5 & 6

scare them. Tell them that there
are different people “out there”
just as there are “different” people which they see every day.
Then, dear ones, insist that they
watch that TV every time “Star
Trek” is on and they are available. There will be great errors
in Star Trek, too, but the original information from which the
story was based was piped into
military
from
computers
“transmissions”
from
“Out
here” ! The original series was
based on costuming,
craftfunctioning, appearances, etc. ,
from data which was assembled
exactly as theyw~rml@neously
this
tape every
dwelling, every word B”s it is
typed into the computer, etc.
All that we write here at this
moment is flowing into computer terminals at the CIA, the
military base near-by, and other
surveillance groups. WE have
come into a pretty workable
relationship with the surveillance teams. The “Elite” know
we are here and we meet with
them and remind them of limits
beyond which we will be allowed intervention, etc.
As for the major question asked
by Norma 2. regarding speaking of reincarnation.
WhY
speak of it at all? You ones go
to funerals and listen to the
mouths blather about “a better
place”, ” . . .they are now in
Heaven with a ‘better Father’...” Use REASON--if that
be Truth, then does it not stand
to simple reason that there is
MORE than this physical body?
And if there is MORE, then allow them to simply realize that
God is ALL--without limitations
and therefore, ALL is possible.
If the moment is lived in Truth-the future shall evolve very
nicely on its own behalf. The
Catholic Church is responsible
for removing the portions of the
scriptures which spoke of reincarnation and immortality, for

that very FACT OF TRUTH
REMOVES ALL POWER AND
CONTROL
FROM THOSE
SELF-APPOINTED GODS OF
YOUR LIFE.
IF YOU REMOVE “FEAR” OF DEATH
HAVE
YOU
REMOVED
FEAR FROM EVERYTHING-AND LIKEWISE POWER OF
ANOTHER OVER YOUR BEING!
Mainly, with children--tell them
Truth.
Tell them they don’t
have to “perform” as adults, let
them hold to their innocence-and TELL THEM THERE IS
NO SUCH THING AS SAFE
SEX. DEAR ONES, THERE
IS NOT!
This is the most
abused, misused, and dastardly
tool ever perpetrated upon the
masses. Expectations from the
act itself cannot be fulfilled and
it is known to be so to cause
further confusion and breakdown of moral interchange. I’m
sorry, but these things given
unto you and thrust upon you
are lies and against the laws of
God and nothing will change of
it. The proof is all about you.
The proof this very day is the
Mayor of New York City
marching in a St. Patrick’s Day
parade with the homosexual
Gays instead of his proper place
at the head of the parade. At
any rate, the Mayor is black-that means he is NOT IRISH, in
the first place and his actions
BEhomosexual
sanction
HAVIOR which is immoral.
Why would he not wear a placard and march with the
HETEROSEXUALS?
Could it
be that Satanic practices have
saturated to the point that that
which is against the Godly laws
are the things to be practiced?
Does it not indicate that your
political leaders are less than
that which they spout from twixt
They have suctheir teeth?
cumbed to the lie itself for personal security and gain--and you
as a nation, allow it, sanction it,
bless it and continue to bring the
4
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lie upon your children. THESE
THINGS AGAINST GOD ARE

NOT ALRIGHT!

I can tell you now, that AIDS
will destroy your people on the
planet if this thing is not
stopped; it is the curse of Man
upon himself--set forth, created,
infections started with full intent
of depopulizing the globe and
only the Elite who are intended
to rule have the antidote. The
ANTIDOTE to AIDS was created before the virus was
loosed. It was introduced into
the very communities intended
for destruction and “if a few
million innocent people perish-so be it” is the full intent. The
Elite fully plan to get rid of the
undesirable elements which burden their society as planned and
homosexuality is not an acceptable life-style to the would-be
kings. They are as the drugMost ones who grow,
lord.
produce and market drugs at the
highest cartel level DO NOT
USE DRUGS!
This concept is one which
would take a full Journal just in
the discussion. It is up to you
parents to tell your children
TRUTH. AIDS is spread primarily through blood contamination--then hold your breath-through saliva and airborne
spittle, etc. , contaminating, say,
a scratch or abrasion-Lit is not
intercourse per se that gives infection; it is the type of excretion moving through tears and
wounds to the private parts in an
area (as with the homosexual
male of sodomy--anal intercourse) where infected semen or
blood is introduced into those
abrasions.
As we Carefully outlaid in
AIDS, THE LAST GREAT
PLAGUE, the virus was introduced so as to have no cure and
you would be set up so that the
disease would move rampantly
You
through the populations.
#5 & 6

would be totally astounded if
you knew the numbers of your
physicians now infected.
It
matters not, any longer, what
group is the beginning risk
group, for as it spread out it
takes all in its path. Just as with
an avalanche of snow--first, it
will likely take the skiers in the
path on the slopes, but as it
breaks loose in massive assault
it will bury the ski village halfway down the mountain and on
to the bottom of the mountain
and take everything out within
the radius of the path. THERE
IS NO SUCH THING AS
SAFE SEX. THE CONDOMS
ARE WORTHLESS AS FAR
AS THE H-IV-VIRUS
IS
CONCERNED
THE
FOR
VERY PORES IN THE RUBBER MATERIAL ARE LARGE
ENOUGH JUST IN MANUFACTURING,
TO ALLOW
EASY PASSAGE OF THE
VIRUS RIGHT THROUGH
THE MATERIAL.
THIS IS
TRUE, YOU SEE--FOR SURGEONS
RUBBER
HAND
GLOVES AS WELL.
THIS
FACT
PUTS
SURGEONS,
DENTISTS, ETC., AT EVEN
GREATER RISK THAN ANY
OTHER ONE GROUP OF
PEOPLE.
THE
VIRUS
MOVES
“BOTH
DIRECTIONS I’. THERE NO LONGER IS SUCH A THING AS
“SAFE SEX”, EVEN IN THE
MARRIAGE
BED--ALTHOUGH
MUCH
LESS
LIKELY
OF
CONTAMINATION--ESPECIALLY
HANDLED WITH CARE AND
MORE ACCEPTABLE ACTIVITIES.
I HEREIN WARN
YOU ONES--THIS I SAY HAS
NAUGHT
TO DO WITH
“PREFERENCE” NOR PRUDISHNESS--SODOMY
DEADLY FOR THE ACT IiS
SELF UTILIZES THE MOST
CONTAMINATED PART OF
THE HUMAN BODY AS A
RECEPTACLE
FOR
THE
MOST
SENSITIVE
AND
OPEN-FOR-INFECTION

PORTION OF THE HUMAN
BODY--ON EITHER
END.

BEFORE THIS DISEASE IS
PUT TO REST MAN WILL
AGONIZE OVER HIS FAILURE TO SIMPLY HONOR
COMTHE
LAWS
AND
MANDMENTS
AS
GIVEN
FORTH FOR YOUR GUIDELINES OF BEHAVIOR.

CHANGE OF SUBJECT
Norma Z. also asks about
“Jesus” vs. “Sananda” and what
do you tell your children? Tell
them that Jesus represents that
which is called “Christ”--which
is not a NAME but a state of
like
a
accomplishment--just
child goes through the grades
and finally gets a diploma from,
say, high school. Then when he
graduates from College, he gets
another award and then he becomes a Master, a PhD., etc. ,
and is called “Doctor”, or whatever. “Sananda” represents an
ancient “label/name” meaning
achievement and growth--into
that which is the perfection of
“ONE AS/WITH GOD”. If the
child is familiar with “Jesus”,
leave it be and allow him to understand the higher title. God
knows to whom the heart speaks
and names are not necessary.
With a child you can explain it
much as you speak reverently as
in
Jones”--i.e.
“Mrs./Mr.
Sananda Jesus or Jesus Sananda
for in traditional “Christian”
circles “Jesus” has long been the
recognized title for that particular Master Teacher of human
experience.
For Hindus it is
different; for Buddhists it is different; for Mohammadans it is
Mohammad; for the Native
American Indians it is Wakan
Tanka, Pale Prophet, etc. ALL
refer to that “Christed” beingness of Godness of Light and
Truth of perfection--the Sacred
Circle of Infinity.

plain that God, too, has other
labels just as do people in other
languages use other words for
things, i.e. “pollo” in Spanish is
“chicken” in English. “Aton” is
“God” in another language.
Wakan Tanka is God in native
Sioux.
GOODNESS WITHIN
WHICH RADIATES
WITHOUT
Norma asks how she might become one who radiates that
which she sees sometimes in
others--a sense that some people
are just “very good inside”.
NUMBER
ONE,
KNOW,
THAT THEY HAVE THEIR
BAD TIMES TOO! Further,
YOU CANNOT PERCEIVE
that which others see in YOU.
As one gains into the being of
goodness it just happens--further, I can promise you, precious one, that you radiate that
light and love. Even if I could
not see it--I can know it is there,
for you care enough to write me
searching
pages of loving,
questions in truth of desire to
“find”, not to just present me
with a boggling bunch of timeconsuming
testings of MY
knowledge or stature.
And lastly, now, and then
Norma, we shall move on--DO
NOT STRUGGLE TO RID
YOURSELF OF 39 YEARS OF
CATHOLIC TEACHINGS. As
you recognize the Truth against
the lie, you will know that
which is valid as to the goodness of God as taught, but you
will be free of the limitiations
pronounced upon you for with
God’s Truth as your shield--you
simply become free and you see
that which IS--as it is and cease
to believe ‘it simply because
some “authority” told you thus
or so.

I DO NOT WANT ANY OF
Do not confuse the child with
YOU TO GO FORTH AND
PRACTICE
YOUR
LIVES
great dissertations, simply ex.
5
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AND ACTIONS BECAUSE
SOME “HATONN” SAID SO.
TEST MY WORDS, REASON
WITH THIS WHICH I GIVE-AND THEN TURN WITHIN
UNTO GOD AND KNOW
YOUR TRUTH--GOD IS TOTAL SIMPLICITY--NO
SECRETS, NO RITUALS, NO
MYSTICAL HOOPLA.
GOD
IS OPEN, OPEN, OPEN AND
THE ONLY THING
“SECRET” IS SIMPLY A MYSTERY TO BE OPENED FOR
IT IS NOT “KEPT” SECRET-ONLY THAT “YOU” MAY
NOT HAVE SEEN WITHIN
THE
MYSTERY.
GOD
NEEDS ONLY YOU AND
HIM--NO MIDDLE MEN TO
MUDDLE
THE
CONNECTION--JUST YOU AND HIM
AND DESIRE FROM YOUR
HEART TO SHARE WITH
HIM. HE LISTENS NOT TO
YOUR LIPS--FOR YOU NOW
KNOW THAT “LIPS” MAY
SAY ONE
THING
AND
ANOTHER--HE
MEAN
HEARS YOUR HEART PETITION, GOOD OR BAD IN
PERCEPTION,
AND UNTO
THAT DOES HE RESPOND.
You need no “priced ticket” to
God, for God Truth is without
price--it cannot be “bought” nor
can it be “sold”. The gift God
awaits is the silent gift of self
and self-will placed back into
His hands that He might again
give it back to thee.
A petition in Truth is instant-instant everything: forgiveness,
love, acceptance, allowance--everything . For if a petition is
given in Truth--then the being
WILL CHANGE, if not, then
naught will happen for the petition was false. If the heart, in
Truth, pleads unto God, it is instant!
LASTLY, AND THIS IS FOR
ALL OF YOU: DO NOT PRE-

SENT ME AS GOD, NOR
TREAT
ME
AS
SUCH-THERE
SHALL
BE
NO

OTHER
BEFORE
GODS
“ME” SAZTH THE LORD
THY GOD. As Hatonn, I am a

Commander of a shin. in charge
of a very big Command. YC%J
must not err in holding any
short of GOD HIMSELF as
your perfection--I AM YOUR
FRIEND;
I
AM
YOUR
BROTHER;
I
AM
A
TEACHER AND I HAPPEN
TO KNOW THE WAY. MY
HIGHER
EXPERIENCE
IS
ATON BUT I CHOOSE TO
SERVE AS HATONN THAT
WE MIGHT FIND OUR WAY
TOGETHER. IT IS PERFECTION WE SEEK.
IT IS A
AGAIN
TO
SETTING
‘RIGHT” THAT WHICH HAS
BEEN TORN ASUNDER--IT
IS THE COMING AGAIN
INTO LIGHT AND TRUTH
RECEIVING
THE
AND
BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT
AGAIN UNTO A DARKEND
WORLD
IN
PAIN
AND
AGONY. WE MUST SERVE
TOGETHER * AND,
DEAR
ONES, IF YE GET ON YOUR
KNEES TO ME AS A SIMPLE
BROTHER--THEN
I MUST
TRY TO DO MY WORK ON
MY KNEES ALSO--DO YOU
GOD DOES NOT
SEE?
WANT
YOU ON YOUR
KNEES NOR ON YOUR
DUFF--HE WANTS YOU TO
PERSTAND
AS
THE
FECTION WHICH HE CREATED--ON YOUR FOUNDATION
OF TRUTH
(FOR
HAVE
FEET
PHYSICAL
NAUGHT
TO DO WITH
ANYTHING)--BE
HIS
HIS
FEET--HIS
HANDS,
VOICE, THE REFLECTION
AND EXAMPLE OF HIMSELF. HE WANTS YOU TO
COME FROM OUT THE
DARK PLACES AND INTO
THE LIGHT SO THAT ALL
CAN SEE THE PERFECTION
OF HIS CREATION
REFLECTED THERE.
THE BROTHERS COMING
ON THE WONDROUS SIL6
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VER WINGS FROM THE
COSMOS--ARE
EXACTLY
THAT; YOUR FELLOW-BEINGS, NO MORE AND NO
LESS--DO
NOT
FORGET
THAT FOR ONE MOMENT
FOR THEY ARE INSULTED
THAT YOU WOULD THINK
OF THEM IN ANY OTHER
MANNER.
HONOR THEM,
APPRECIATE
THEM FOR
THEY HAVE WAITED AND
SERVED
LONG--BUT
DO
INSULT
THEM
NOT
THROUGH
MISPERCEPTHEY BEAR NO
TIONS .
ROYAL TITLES AND IF
ONES TELL YOU OTHERWISE, TURN FROM THOSE
ONES FOR THERE TS NO
“ROYALTY”
NOR
AMONG THE
“SECRETS”
BROTHERS BRINGING THE
HOSTS OF GOD’S PLACES.
THERE IS ONLY REVERENCE, LOVE, SERVICE AND
COMMITMENT. NONE CAN

GIVE ME GREATER HONOR
NOR ACCOLADE THAN TO
SIMPLY
CALL
ME
“FRIEND ‘I.

Dharma, allow us to close this
for we have written far more
than intended but we must respond as we can for the awakening is sometimes difficult indeed. Blessings are upon you
precious ones and together, we
shall do it, brothers and sisters-for this “thing” is not over until
“GOD WINS”! HOLD THAT
EVERMOST IN YOUR CONREST
SCIOUSNESS--THE
SHALL TAKE ITS PROPER
WAY. GOD WINS, CHELAS!
SO BE IT.
Gyeorgos, in friendship and
brotherhood, to clear. Saalome’
3/17/91
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A MOMENT’S

VISIT

As the time of “Ramadam” quiets the boiling cauldron--on the
surface, while men of evil work
#5 & 6

in dark places, let us turn to our
own
“time”.
moment
in
Dharma cries out from the burden and pleads for answers-“How can we do it all?” The
answer is simply: “We cannot
nor shall we effort for same. ”
We have petitions, accusations,
personal inquiries, demand for
more, demand for less and
frankly, we shall leave it unto
God to make decision as to that
which He shall give unto his
lambs who have lost their way.
If there is but one path home
and it is blocked--then we shall
simply remove the barriers for
the alternatives to become clear
and tell .yau the truth of your
predicament and then you can
stall-out or move right through
the roadblocks.
I am constantly reminded of the
story of the man and his donkey, actually two stories about
asses which bear repeating.
One, is the man who set off to
market with his produce and
products for the sales.
He
loaded his donkey, climbed on
also, and began his journey.
First he met people upon the
road who demanded he unburden his ass. So, he got off and
walked--wherein he met others
who demanded the ass was still
too loaded, so he removed the
burden and put it on his own
back.
Then, he met persons
who demanded that the ass do
his job and therefore, he placed
some of the burden back on the
ass; then he met persons who
noted the ass was lame and demanded the man stop his journey--whereupon he finally discarded his items for market and
picked up the donkey and carried him.
At this point he had tied the
burden back upon the beast so
that he could carry all that remained and the load was very
top heavy so the man chose to
set up his place of sales right

there in the road--but people
came and produced the laws
which disallowed selling anywhere other than the market already established; whereon he
re-loaded his donkey, again
picked up the ass and off he
stumbled on to come upon a
narrow bridge crossing a wide
gorge. In the path came a caravan of camel drivers who demanded he make room on the
bridge for their passage--where-

upon the man, donkey and
goods all fell into the abyss and
all was lost. You cannot please
all of the people all of the time-nor should you try to do so.

Next story: There was a man
who had an ass which was the
talk of the village. As others
complained about the cost of
hay for their own beasts of burden, this man simply proclaimed
that he had found the perfect
beast--every week he was able
to feed it less and less and save
great sums of-money. Then one
day the man came to town
bearing his own produce and his
friends
asked with
shock,
“Where is your ass?” and the
man looked around, shook his
head and remarked, “Son of a
gun, I finally trained that ass not
to eat anything and he up and
died on me! ! ” Where are YOU
America?
Where are YOU,
World? Is it possible that the
“ass is on the wrong foot”?
COLD FUSION
How strange that the scientific
community in Salt Lake City
cannot repeat the cold fusion
process.
It most surely will
work, beloved ones, for all it
actually requires is cosmic energy of which you are overflooded each and every moment
of your existence.

the wheel, so to speak. Thank
you, for we can instantly find
out if they do, in fact, have a
proper approach to energy production.
When a whole community of
“experts” come out of the halls
of great authority and pronounce
doom upon a project--be quite
sure that the project has great
This is
portent for success.
known as the “theory of Expert
stupidity! ” It is proof that the
intent is to have NO FREE ENERGY RUNNING AROUND
FOR YOU PEASANTS TO
PURENJOY --WITHOUT
CHASING IT FROM THE
ELITE.
If you ones are locked into carbon-based fuels which are destroying you, your freedoms,
and your world’s balance, then
must we go to the cave or shall
we walk the middle of the
roadway right through them? I
prefer the roadway rather than
the abyss.
ORGANIZATION FOR
“RIGHTS ”
Oh, you say, “We will just get
an organization to stand up and
Will
fight for ’ our rights’!”
you? Who will you get? Let us
look at one or two of those
which run about hither and yon,
protecting the “rights” of youthe-people.
The National Lawyers Guild:

This is a legal communist front
and for many decades has been
a defender of communist causes
in America.
It is headed by
Elite Zionists and has been as
basic in the destruction of the
judicial sy!tem as any group
could possibly be.

The Legal Services Corp.: This
Oberli, ask GM to find those
government/taxpayer&deda legal organization used
men of research who first did
by the political “left” to push
the project and begin a relationship--we do not need to reinvent
leftist social causes in America,
.
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and
The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU): This is the
number one legal nurvevor and
defender of leftist causes in
America and has countemarts
in everv nation in the world.

Let us look at what one of your
more outstanding lawyers, Jack
Schroeder,
says about the
ACLU. What, indeed, does the
ACLU stand for and has pushed
for over thirty years in your legal system!?
Legalization of drugs.
Abolition of the death penalty.
Fines as a preferred
criminal penalty.

form

of

Abolition of tax benefits for
churches and other religious groups.

(So far it sounds pretty good?)
Abolition of all laws restraining
obscenity, indecency,
and
including
pornography;
child pornography.
Abolition of all restraints and
discrimination
against
homosexuals;
and, legalization of gay marriages, all
rights and benej?ts of heterosexual
couples-including child custody and adoption rights.
Legalization of prostitution and
elimination of all legal restraints
on
homosexual
activities--e.g., abolition of
all state sodomy laws.
Elimination of “under God”
from the Pledge of Allegiance.
Removal of “in God we trust”
from all U.S. coinage.
Registration

and

confiscation

of all guns by abolition of
American gun ownership.

At first glance it all seems quite
proper and suitable because
man-made laws seem to only restrict and cause more criminality
than to be without them. They
would be of total non-necessity
if man would simply follow the
laws of God and The Creation-but alas--“man surely knows
more than out-of-date God! ”
Let us look at a few selected targets of this group for those, too,
are so filled with corruption that
somebody could possibly target
them and bring some positive
The brunt of their
changes.
activities
include businesses,
conservative and Christian individuals, leaders, and groups.
Examples of such leftist legal
attacks are legion and often are
quite positive in their results.
However, anything taken to extremes is destructive and causes
the entire donkey to fall into the
abyss. In October of 1989, a
Georgia judge sentenced antiabortion activist and Operation
Rescue leader Randall Terry to
two years in jail for criminal
trespassing and unlawful assembly related to a sit-in in front of
an abortion clinic.
The very
same week in Atlanta, a drug
dealer convicted of killing another drug dealer (by shooting
him some fifty-eight times and
thoroughly killing him quite
dead) received a one-year jail
sentence with time off for “time
already spent awaiting trial”.
Is this not a bit incredible? The
American legal system has
facilitated and sanctioned the
murder of over 25 MILLION
babies, and yet if ones speak out
or “sit-in” in objection against
the slaughter and carnage--they
can be jailed and fined more
severely than drug dealers,
murderers, rapists, extortionists,
and burglars?
Can this be a
“justice”~.system?
8
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Let’s read on a bit and see how
ridiculous this can get.
On
October 10, 1989, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that a fedlaw
anti-racketeering
eral
(RICO--the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act), originally passed to
help the government fight organized crime, can now be used

anti-abortion
proagainst
Twenty-six Philadeltesters.
phia anti-abortion protesters
were convicted under the RICO
racketeering
law and fined
$108,000.
A RICO conviction
allows triple damages to the
plaintiff if they can prove “a
pattern of illegal activities. ”

So now, you have formed an
unholy alliance of abortion
clinics and liberal Admiralty
Court Zionist/Socialist judges
who have combined to label any
demonstrators
“anti”
Sirnil:;
“criminal racketeers”.
RICO lawsuits have been filed
against pro-life activists by
Pittsburgh,
abortionists
in
Chicago, and various other
cities. And so, what would the
women’s groups have to say
indiscretions?
about
these
Plenty: Molly Yard in her delicate soft-spoken voice that you
can hear all the wa to youknow-where and has Yeached the
age of the hills to which she
might well return for. she does
no child-bearing-aged
woman
favors, screeched that, “Militant
anti-abortion protesters are in
the same league with gangsters
and racketeers. so ‘we’ shall
treat them that way. ”

I ask you: Since when did your
lack of any type of responsibility in the sexual participation-which results in pregnancy--give
you the right to murder? Why
does man and woman continue
to compound their sins? There
is no misunderstanding of the
laws of God, chelas--this is
deliberate evil and the conseare
great indeed.
quences
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“Those who participate only in
the things of the flesh shall
surely die by things of the flesh
and there shall be found no
peace within the being of that
one. ” Thus has said the Lord
thy God.
Even if these activities and practices did not include the subject
of “murder” they most certainly
violate the Americans’ First
Amendment
rights
of free
speech. I remind you that in
San Francisco, the “rotten egg
gas” was NOT dropped on the
pro-war
demonstrators
but
rather, on the ones who demanded a stop to the insanity of
a Middle East war. Moreover,
do not the rights of 25 million
unborn babies carry any legal or
moral right in this world today?
It becomes quite obvious to God
that the answer is a resounding
“NO” !
AND IN RUSSIA?
Russia set the stage and wrote
the book on family destruction-beginning and flourishing with
“abortion”.
Russia leads the
world in abortions which are offered free and are utilized as
contraceptives in order to not
interfere with the lust of men.
Women are given no respect in
the predominant society structure.
But how do the “laws” compare? In the U.S.S.R. there is a
nice “catch-all” law against
“hooliganism” which justifies
the Soviet authorities arresting,
convicting and jailing Soviet
citizens for virtually anything.
The RICO statutes in the U.S.
are being used in the same way
more and more to curtail the
“undesirable” activities of citizens who cannot be convicted
on any other existing statutes.
Remember what the target goal
of the Zionist/Communist (both
inaccurate in definition) IS!

“Destroy the familv. and the
societv WILL COLLAPSE. ”

(Lenin)
So, forget murder--let’s look to
holidays for this particular nation “under God”. It matters
not that which I think about
Christian vs. any other kind of
holiday--it is the traditional values attached to same which are
under the death penalty. There
planned,
concerted
Euep%ned-for-action, layout of
attack by these named groups
that the target, through the
courts, will be to attack religious holidays--such as Christmas, Easter, etc. A coalition of
leftist religious and educational
groups, including the National
Education Association, the National Council of Churches,
etc., is targeting the holiday and
other Christmas activities (e.g.,
pageants, creches, songs, decorations and so forth) in schools,
the work place, government facilities , and . you name it--.
Multitudes
of lawsuits are
planned in order to make it not
worth-while to argue about the
matter.
This becomes a “legal” attack
against Christianity, brothers,
and your “One nation under
God” for you will become a
neutered populace of zombielike existors.
WHERE DO YOU-THE-PEO
PLE FIT INTO THIS?

“plagiarism” regarding “truth”.
You have, at best, experienced
first-hand the most despicable
form of this “injustice” system
with your own property at the
hands of evil conspiracy--but we
fully intend to WIN. There are
some still surviving within the
system which was once good,
and as they get a bit more brave
and/or incensed at the rot being
brought down, they will take a
worthy stand--until the last
breath is drawn, there is hope.
BAR
AMERICAN
The
ASSOCIATION
HAS
DECLARED WAR ON CHRZSTZANZTY. The Judicial system

is based upon the Kabalistic/Talmudic instructions of the
Protocols. You have long since
ceased having a “justice” system, if in fact, you ever had a
worthy one. The American Bar
Association has literally declared war on Christianity--they
even call it by that very name
stating that the “Christians”
have defiled the populace in
their “quest to rule”.
On May 4-5, 1989, the ABA
hosted a seminar in San Francisco on how the legal profes-

sion can effectively sue Christians and Christian organizations (using tort law)<because
of relisious fraud
and the
detrimental impact, emotional,
financial, and civil rights-wise,
of religion and religious beliefs
on Amen-can society.
Dear

ones, this is the American Bar
I
herein
Association--not
the
about
even
speak
“Christians” in an all inclusive
ACLU!
sense--not the so-called ChrisTopics and specific lectures of
tian churches or people. I speak
seminar
included:
of those who believe in goodly
the
truth, honesty and integrity de“Expanding Use of Tort Law
siring freedom through your
Against Religions”; “Tort Law
rightful constitutional process.
As An Id&ological Weapon”;
“Tort Law As Essential ReIf you have not read Eustace
Mullins’ book on RAPE OF
straint On Religious Abuses”;
“Liability of Clergy and SpiriJUSTICE, I suggest you do so.
tual Counselors”; “Tort Liability
Dharma, you will get your
chance when we finish our own
For Fraud, Emotional Distress,
work for !, weary of attacks of
and Harm to Reputation Arising
.
Vol. x
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,

From Religiously
Motivated
Conduct”; “Tort Liability for
Brainwashing”; “Liability Arising Out Of the Employment
Relationship”;
Institutional
Liability For Negligent Hiring/Retention”;
“Piercing the
Corporate Veil--Liabilities
of
Religious Bodies and Affiliated
Organizations”;
and
many,
many more as much, or more
ridiculous.
“What in the
world is a ‘tort”‘?
Well it is
not a multilayer
cake of
chocolate goodies. A tort is a

Oh, you ask,

private or civil wrong or injury,
independent of contract.
Suits
involving
personal
injuries,
wrongful death, or defamation
are tort suits. A tort claim usually has three elements:
1. A legal duty to others.
2. A breach of that duty.
3. Damages as a result of that
breach of duty.

An excellent example is the
cease and desist order (with
threat of major lawsuit for
“damages”) from the Sister
Thedra group, ASSK, against
America West and Dharma for
mention
of
their
name,
“defaming” Sr. Thedra, use of
“Sananda, Sanat Kumara and/or
Hatonn” . But, I ask you readers: Who might be the ones

with the proper lawsuit in this
instance?
Who and which

might be on the side of truth according to God and who might
be acting in a most worldly,
greedy and evil manner as balanced action relative to God’s
laws and the “do unto others”
law of The Creation?
WHO
EFFORTING
MIGHT
BE
DILIGENTLY TO KEEP YOUTHE-PEOPLE
IGNORANT
AND BLIND? Years and years
of service mean NOTHING,
save perhaps the service is unto
the clever master of deceit. Me,
Hatonn, angry.3 FURY would
be the better term--for I abhor

and despise the adversary who
would USE A PRECIOUS BEING AND SEND EVIL ONES
TO SURROUND AND CAPTURE A DEVOTED SERVANT UNTO STRANGLING
DESTRUCTION
OF THAT
ONE WHOM MANY FOLLOWED IN BLINDNESS.
I
LOATHE THE EVIL DECEIVERS
WHO
HAVE
DUPED THAT ONE FROM
THE BEGINNING FOR SHE
HAS WORKED LO, THESE
MORE THAN 40 YEARS IN
THE SERVICE OF ONE SHE
THOUGHT TO BE HOLY
GOD OF LIGHT. DO I DESPISE THAT TINY BEING?
NAY, I ADORE AND REVERE THAT TINY LADY-BUT IT DOES NOT MAKE
THE
CIRCUMSTANCE
‘RIGHT”
NOR DOES IT
CHANGE AN IOTA OF THE
TRUTH OF IT. THE REAPER
SHALL SEE TO THE HARVEST OF THE USERS WHO
HAVE LED THAT ONE INTO
THE MORASS OF CONFUSION AND HELD HER IN
BONDAGE
THROUGH
THESE MANY CYCLES OF
THE CALENDAR, FOR GOD
IS, AND HE IS OPEN AND
FOR EACH AND ALL IS HIS
TRUTH AND LIGHT.
Liberal judges in recent decades
have been creating new duties
based on what they perceive to
be societal norms. Thus, as society becomes more antagonistic
to Christianity, the courts will
create new duties and become
more receptive to litigation
against Christians and Christian
organizations.
Did James
Bakker deserve payment of his
debts gained through his misbehavior? Oh indeed--but does he
deserve 50 years of prison-while the criminals who have
robbed you ones of trillions of
dollars, murdered and plundered
millions of you--go forth with at
the most, a spanking and a vacation in “Club .Fed”? As in some
10
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cases I can name, like Silverado, you can bet the Bush boys
won’t even end up with the slap
to the fingers. Both are incorrect but your system has lost all
balance and integrity.
The ABA seminar (and by the
way, another of these seminars
on the same “updated” subject
was held again in 1990) holds
dire implications for Americans,
For example, there can be tort
liability for brainwashing, coercive persuasion, or mind control--whether or not any of the
accusations are, or are not, true
in the slightest degree--for anyone can sue anyone for anything, did you not know that?
In the end the one who bribes
and has the largest bank account
will prevail. Justice enters not
the equation.
In California,
the Supreme
Court has already ruled that
there is a compelling state interest in preventing its citizens
from unknowingly being subjected by religious organizations
to coercive persuasion, brainwashing, or mind control. The
court wrote that “where a person is subjected to coercive persuasion without his knowledge
or consent, ” the state has a duty
to intervene and entertain corrective litigation.
.
Psychiatrists now describe coercive persuasion as involving
guilt manipulation, indoctrination, fear inducement, and peer
pressure. By the way, for you
who have light-bulbs for brains-Dharma has ABSOLUTELY

NO ASSETS, NO VEILS TO
BE PIERCED AND CARES
NOT
WHO
READS
OR
THROWS OUT THESE JOURRATHER
NALS--d
WE
WELCOME LAWSUITS FOR
ONLY
DELA WSUZTS
NOUNCE ONES WHO BRING
THEM AGAINST BROTHER
AND PULL THE
WORMS
FROM THE CARCASS AND
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ROTTING

FOUNDATIONS.

The courts go further, voluntary
exposure to the persuasion by
the listener/victim in no way
alleviates the guilt of the perpetrator . By this definition, Billy
Graham and every other evangelistic crusader in America,
and a large portion of the
teachings
of
American
relifundamental/evangelical
gious
denominations
and
churches, can be construed to be
in total violation of tort law. So
be it.
Psychiatric testimony, according
to one outstanding
lawyer,
Barry Fisher, in his presentation,. ‘!Tort Law As ,An Ideological Weapon”, (note, he did
not say defense or justice or - he said “weapon “) is now the
most powerful and persuasive
force in the courtroom on the issues of acceptable behavior.

Thus,
a genuine
Christian
conversion/salvation or whatever you might call (a perceived
return unto Christ teachings)
experience is now being redegee” zs4$teri;;‘s
$g$ left as
manipulation, indoctrination, fear
inducement, and peer pressure.

The evangelist, pastor, parachurch organization responsible
for such brainwashing or manipulation will be construed to
be guilty of committing a tort.
A second implication is that the
making of “allegedly” false
statements is considered fraud.
Now, you have something of
which almost every “church” in
the world is guilty--not to even
mention politics, social leaders
and such. “Unprovable” religious doctrines such as eternal
security and concepts of Heaven
and Hell can be considered to be
fraud. Stanley Leak, a personal
injury lawyer, maintained in his
lecture that when a religious organization fails to disclose accurately its identity and what it
teaches BEFORE

a person at-

tends any of its functions,

fraud
has already occurred. For those
“annual Easter Christians” this
is a bit more difficult, I would
guess.

Under this concept, liability is
predicated on what is NOT said
as opposed to making false
statements. Before you say that
this would never stand up in
court, the ruling should be noted
regarding a Maryland real estate
promoter, who simply omitted
“black” from his advertisement
and was found guilty of discrimination based on what he
“didn ‘t ” say.

INTENTIONAL INFLICTION
OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
A third implication is that intentional infliction of emotional
stress, as per a ruling by the
California Supreme Court, is
legally construed to be a tort.
The elements of this emotional
distress are: outrageous conduct
or intention to cause emotional
distress or suffering. An antiChristian legal system will
surely find a Sunday school
teacher giving a lesson to young
children on Jesus’ teachings on
Hell and eternal separation to be
guilty of causing emotional distress.
People who hear the
preaching of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, and/or go to the Indian
“Balance of Nature” lessons often do come under emotional
stress--I certainly do hope so!
Therefore, this concept, like
brainwashing, coercive persuasion, mind-control, and fraud,
can be used to strike at the core
of orthodox Christianity.

not see the evil at work?
LIABILITY OF CLERGY
AS COUNSELORS
There is also a serious concern
about the liability of clergy as
spiritual counselors.
(Well, I
have trouble with this one for it
is so obviously the blind leading
the blind that it becomes quite
absurd--none-the-less,
there is
Constitutional freedom granted
thereto which is the point in focus.)
Listen-up, you devoted counselors: the California Supreme
Court ruled against John Mac
Arthur ’s Grace
Community
Church (not just John Mac
Arthur), which gave spiritual
counseling to a man who later
committed suicide. The spiritual counseling was deemed to
be the cause of the suicide and
held to be inferior to secular
counseling. The Supreme Court
held that by counseling the man
on the biblical doctrine of eternal security, (failed to note the
same counselling
of unacceptability of suicide), that the
church contributed to his suicide
“by
committing
outrageous
conduct “, which led to a tort.

The ruling was later reversed by
a higher court, but it shows the
direction the U.S. legal system
is moving ever and ever more
madly--by the way, the costs incurred by these court cases is
absolutely
astronomical.
Dharma and Oberli have now
paid
somewhere
around
$150,000 to defend property
wherein a “no public sale” has
actually been proven--and still
the case is starting again in
original sequence.
We shall
need to write an entire Journal
covering this’ one case in point
for it is the epitome of that
which has come upon you people at the hands of the conspirators.
I have, however, preferred to keep my scribe ALIVE
a bit longer for I can assure you

By the same, but opposite approach, it is perfectly alright for
the IRS to intimidate and the police to harass--all against the
laws of the Constitution--but it
is NOT alright for a preacher to
tell Truth unto the voluntary
ears of those who might become
distressed over Truth. Can you
*
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that every effort to “discredit”
these ones has been presented,
taunted and thrust at them. Every effort has been made to run
them out of funds, give up and
in to the constant barrage of insults and inability to live as on a
permanent basis--threats, secret
plottings and actual attacks of
“dirty tricks”, etc., and cause
them to simply “give up”.
Well, brothers, God just doesn’t
“give up”.
I can only warn you that this
concept will lead to the courts
controlling the spiritual/biblical
content of counseling, just as
other concepts advocated by the
ABA will control the content of
what pastors and evangelists
can say from their platforms or
pulpits.

INTERESTING SIDE
NOTE ON CHINA
Along these lines of discussion
let us look at China. Red China
now claims to have “religious
freedom”; however, it is illegal

to mention the biblical doctrines of sin or the second advent in
services.
religious

NOW TELL ME, HOW DOES
THIS NEWEST U.S. LEGAL
ATTACK AGAINST CHRISTIANITY
DIFFER
FROM
THEIR SIMILAR RELIGIOUS
CENSORSHIP IN COMMUNIST/ZIONIST COUNTRIES?
Additionally, the ABA seminars
argue that when there is sexual
misconduct by a member of the
church
the
entire
clew,
organization, or denomination,
is guilty of a tort. Funny thing,

it is all but accepted that a professional Psychiatrist can be intimate or actually
rape a
“patient” with impunity. Courts
are now beginning to rule this
way, friends, with giganti; potential financial liabilities for
church/pars-church
organizations. Throughout the seminars,
speakers kept referring to going

for the “deep pockets” in litigation involving religious organizations (e.g., after the parent
organization, or denomination
with larger financial assets than
the individual accused. This is
why there is absolutely no connection between these Journals
and the activities of others who
practice business.
America
West is a book publisher, for instance, and further, they publish
some books by some authors
which are totally incorrect in
content--but they publish books;
they are not the moral nor ethical conscience of you-the-people--although they represent total integrity in that which they
effort to share with you. If they
are given lies then the problem
is with the one who lies or deceives and the publisher cannot
be “blamed” for another ’s
indiscretion.
By the way,
America West has no assets to
plunder either. Not only have
they utilized business assets for
the publication of these Journals
but their owner’s private funds
as well. In any event, as things
become of different circumstance they also listen to advice
the same as we share with you
ones--for protection to the best
of physical ability within the
laws given. You, too, can do it
if you want to. Even ASSK
stated that it would be “stupid”
to go through a long lawsuit for
there are no assets to plunder.
Rejoice over these incidents
which at first seem quite negative--for they tell you that you
information
have
credible
pouring forth which is both
workable and within the laws
written for the protection of the
Elite themselves.

tors, elders, deacons, officers,
etc.) in order to obtain the
largest possible monetary settlements. Another wrinkle advocated by the ABA seminars is
the extension of liability beyond
an individual to a group that is
associated with the group to
which the individual belongs,
California courts have already
ruled that major denominations
(i.e.,
the United Methodist
Church) are legally liable for
the actions of a pastor or employee way down the line in a
local church. In one case this
was ruled due to the firing of a
homosexual employee in a local
church.
Why do I so often use California as example? Because this is
where my scribe resides and
confirmation and back-up material is readily available (for security).
Let us summarize a bit and then
draw this session to a close.
There is a rapidly accelerating
attack, war actually, by the liberal left-dominated legal system
in America on conservative and
Christian individuals of any
creed and on organizations.
Like the pro-abortion,
disarmament, nuclear freeze, antiapartheid movements; this onslaught is not spontaneous nor
accidental in nature. It is well
orchestrated and organized by
the political left.
The legal
system in America, with its
leftist law schools, hundreds of
thousands of parasitic lawyers,
thousands of liberal lenient
judges, a panoply of peoplecontrolling laws, rules and regulations, and millions of lawsuits is like a cancer eating away
at America’s financial/religious
and total’ rights under your
Constitution.

Trial lawyers are urged to examine the assets of the individual who has committed the
wrong conduct, then look at the
You, America, along with the
assets of the organization, and
myriads of world nations, are
finally, look at the assets of
now taking that giant step toindividuals who are responsible
ward a Soviet-type, Zionistfor the organization (e.g., direc.
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controlled, Talmudic-based, legal system which is designed to
stifle political and religious dissent and generally remove all
freedoms of action from youthe-people. It is all a beautifully and intentionally orchestrated plan to bring you into
bondage unto the masters who
pull your strings.
Patriotic
Americans and complacent, apathetic Christians must awaken
and realize that the noose is all
but closed to lethal loop. You
are reacting like the frog placed
into the soothing tepid water but
has now been brought to the
lethal boiling temperature--and
you are just noticing that the
water is hot. Have yeu also

noted--in any measure whatsoever--that the pot also has a
tight fitting lid with clamps
atop it?

The present thrust of the legal
system in America to attack and
neutralize the religious aspects
and churches is the most dangerous signal to you people--for
your nation, you claimed, was
founded for the basic right of
every individual to worship in
freedom, his choice thereof.
Today tort law is “civil”. But
there is a trend in the U.S. legal
system to criminal&e civil violations
So count on it--before
-*
the 1990’s are over, many religious freedoms and activities
which you take for granted in
America and around the “New
World” (for all will be brought
under Global Law) will become
illegal and subject to severe civil
or criminal penalties. It is full
intent to stop all Godly/Christness activities just as has been
done to the Christians of Red
China and the Soviet Union this
day.
Please note, chelas, that NO
NEW LAWS NEED TO BE
PASSED TO IMPLEMENT
THIS ABA/LEGAL BROADSIDE AGAINST CHRISTIAN-

ITY. There is an army of liberal lawyers and judges set and
waiting to go on the attack. The
existing
laws
all
bear
“interpretation”. The attack has
already begun!
The moral decline can also be
observed in the patriotic decline.
Waving flags and wearing ribbons is NOT patriotism--that is
organized control of the people
left with nothing else to do, by
your government.
You are also witnessing a massively irreversible decline in
your educational system values.
Only some 7 percent of American seventeen-year-olds
are
ready for college math--and
considering college “beginning
math”--that
*
terrifying.
Twenty-one pekent of adult
Americans believe the sun goes
around the earth; 17 percent
think the earth orbits around the
sun in one day.; 78 percent cannot name a single member of
Bush’s Cabinet; only 10 percent
of Americans know that the
U.S. Secretary of State is James
Baker (and that, with his presence daily before the cameras);
40 percent of U.S. college students cannot locate Japan on a
map; only 1,300 out of 70,000
U.S. high schools have a global
education component in their
curriculum; by far the majority
of all Americans--DID NOT
KNOW WHERE OR WHAT
WAS IRAQ, MUCH LESS
KUWAIT! !!--EVEN
AFTER
BEING SENT TO THE SAUDI
DESERT!
Most service personnel could not tell the Mojave
Desert from that of the Saudi
Desert!

the galleries and on television in
your living rooms or anywhere
else, is legal and part of “your
They recently
free speech”.
even ruled that prayers before
high school sports events are
now illegal. But, on the other
hand, in 1988 (far worse today
but figures are valid for ‘SS),
one out of every four households in America was the target
of a violent crime or theft--but
in the Western U.S. it was 30.3
percent. This occurs as judges
release more and more criminals, or hand out minimal sentences while more and more
“freedoms” are taken from youthe-people.
The prosperous,
complacent,
apathetic, well-entertained people (including most Christians)
barely take notice that their way
of life, their traditions, and their
freedoms are eroding out from
under them so fast that before
the ‘90’s are history, they will
be slaves and will have lost it
all.
It has happened in every major
empire in history. They begin
humble, poor, but strong in
character and spiritual faith;
they become prosperous; they
forget their principles, values,
AND GOD; they lose their
morality and vision; and they
descend right back into slavery.
This is where you find your
world today. So be it.
Let us close this segment.
Thank you for your attention
and for your kind service. God
watches and waits--what will
your decision be, people of the
world?

Salu,
Additionally, the U.S. Supreme
C
Court has ruled, and your
Hatonn to clear, please.
government and people have
acquiesced, that 25 million or
3/17/91
SANANDD
more babies could be murdered
in their mother’s wombs, that
I am here Thomas, peace. Yes,
prayer in school is illegal, but
I Am Sananda and I come in
that pornography in school, in
1j
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radiance. I come in Light.. .the
Light which I AM.. .the Light of
The Father, in whose service I
AM. I do not mind identitication for in the realms of God
there is no reluctance nor hesitation to respond to such a
query. Evil will always hedge,
hesitate, be evasive and vague
or deceptive and vague...or, or,
or... Ever be wary of identification bearing the title WJ if
there are no snecific names of
identification attached to the
&” .
It is good for the soul to get
away and view the world around
you.. . for the grass is green for
the first time since long in your
perceived memory.. . the sky was
magnificent in its clarity on the
yesterday. There are innumerable things about you to give
thanks for. Ones who come in
service unto God shall not be
found wanting.
There is no
need to enter the imbalance of
materialistic
focus.. .for with
service unto God the needs shall
be tended. This does not mean
that God shall tend them, but
rather you shall be nudged most
explicitly by God to tend that
which needs tending...yea, unto
the smallest details. It is always
the attachment to the materialistic world that has tripped
man up. Within God’s service
there is no attachment to the
worldly things, merely recognition of beauty and function.
Each must be able to leave it all
on a moment’s notice without so
much as a second thought. Who
among you would be able to do
this?
When your houses are tended
and in order...1 do not mean
particularly
immaculate
but
rather supplied.. . then you may
put aside thoughts of these
things which pull at you in the
conscious or subconscious mind.
These things detract from full
attention within the now and
thereby diminish full possibili-

ties within
the productive
expression of the now. There is
much work that is to be done
before you and each shall be
given to know what must be
done. There are no two jobs
which are identical and to tend
of your own job is the better
part of wisdom. To always be
concerned over what another is
doing, where they are going,
where they have been, did they
do this or that to yoke specifications when, in fact, it has
naught to do with you.. .these
are trespasses of error and
should be avoided most consciously within our group.
These are the things that cause
separation and alienation when
it needn’t be thus.
To deny
looking at such things for self is
violation of self. None among
our group need look to another
for the meaning of this message.. .it serves ALL.

heavily upon you. Give your
burdens unto me, beloved, I can
carry you. Offer your burdens
unto God, for He shall lighten
the load that you may see your
way through the darkness and
confusion and conflict.
==P
thine light shields intact by constant petitioning for the impact
is great and the danger real and
present.

There are many things taking
place with-.our ones...it is literally not important for another to
know what one is doing. Tend
you own job and your own
business!

salu
I Am Sananda

Give thanks for all that is about
you. You are doing your jobs
and the Word of God is going to
the Four
Comers
of the
Earth.. . as promised. Blessings
and light unto you ones for
though you seem to think that
we know not the difficulty of
your daily lives.. . I know.. .the
Father knows. Be at peace for
the journey is long.. .and for
those who work in accordance
with The Laws the journey is in
the first second of counting.

3/18/91
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morning,
Good
Thomas,
Sananda present in radiance and
service unto God.

I herein wish to express my
great appreciation to the tireless
Man may not turn away to reefforts of the volunteer “crew”
turn unto ignorance once faced
who do the folding and the
with the truth of it. The Laws
stuffing of the volumes of mateare most explicit and clear.
rial that pour through America
There shall be none who shall
West.. .as fast as Hatonn can get
again return to walking the path
Dharma’s fingers to work.
of darkness for they shall carry
Thank you, beloved, your efwith them the knowledge of
forts do not go unnoticed, for
TRUTH. Many will read The
God is ever present in thine
Laws and the description thereof
spaces and knows all thoughts,
and turn to the side thinking it
all deeds, and all INTENT. So,
just another document, just antoo, the crew who serve with
other doctrine. ’ Tis a pity. Do
me work tirelessly at their posts
The Laws not make the most
and they are most pleased when
reasonable and logical sense?
they witness the smooth funcRemember, it is the return unto
tioning among the ground crew.
balance out of chaos that we
Perhaps tireless is the incorrect
bring, that The Father brings.
word, for you of the ground
Man may second-guess if he
crew do grow weary. But the
chooses, and many will, but it
weariness you ones are experichanges nothing. The gay and
encing is at a soul level, for the
lesbian marchers that you witdensity of that placement weighs
‘j
I
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nessed on the news last evening
may march and march and
march with all the banners in
the realm and all it does is serve
to pull more ones away from the
lighted truth of God. And so it
goes.
The old ways and patterns are
difficult for man to set to the
side for they have become a part
of his very being. It is just that
man must be taught as the little
child that there is a different
way, a better way, and that
better
shall
return
way
you...nay, bring you, to new
and wondrous discovery. Pray
unto God for light and guidance, then listen and follow the
guidance we bring for it is for
your greatest and highest good
and YOUshall find peace and fulfillment therein.
Always man thinks that God
shall do it for him. No, no, no!
God will alwavs work with YOU,
not for vou. It is man that must
come into his sense of responsible behavior and thereby take
constructive action that shall
serve the whole. I speak not
here of some communist concept; I speak of the lighted
places of Divine Will.. .for
when you act responsibily according
to The Laws of
God.. .and you pray and ask for
guidance.. .vou become the literal hands and feet of God
bringing into manifestation the
verv W-ill of God. It is not a
difficult concept; it is just that
man tends to complicate everything to such an extent that it
becomes as the tangled web.
We come to untangle the strings
that keep you bound.
Man shall read The Laws and
the cry shall come forth.. . “Oh,
no, this is not truth...in God’s
world I MAY DO AS I
PLEASE AND HAVE SEX
WITH
I
WHOM
PLEASE.. . GOD
ALLOWS.. .THIS MUST BE A

LIE. ” Always God allows man
his choices. In actual point of
fact, most ones acting in such a
fashion do not truly believe in
God or the Hosts of Heaven.
’ Tis sad. But before their soul
journey is complete they shall
believe in God and thev shall
see the error of their choices for
the ioumev back unto the
lighted realms shall be 1onP and
painful indeed. So be it.
You are dearly loved.
not feel it?

Can you

Look about you and give
thanks. Each who reads these
words has much to be thankful
for. Concern not over the ones
that do not read, that will not
hear. They shall come to see
the concepts brought to the motion picture screens and their
imagination shall be captured.
They shall be transfixed and
transformed.
And they shall
seek to -*
know So be it.
Always it is man who shuts God
out, who pushes God away,
who closes the door. I come &
the doorwav and extent through
me YOUshall not enter the Kingdom of God for I AM THE
WAY AND THE LIFE. HAS
IT NOT BEEN SAID AND
OFTEN SO.
I GAVE THE
EXAMPLE...1 DID NOT DIE
FOR
YOUR
SINS...1
SHOWED THE WAY.
RETURN UNTO LIVING ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF
GOD AND THEREIN YOU
SHALL FIND SAFE PASSAGE INTO THE FATHER’S
REALMS
OF
LIGHT
WHEREIN I DWELL.
Many shall come to you inquiring of America West and they
shall make jokes and laugh and
hang-up.. .concern yourself not
over such matters. Man is desperate to know. Ones shall call
back. ..for they shall be pulled
to find out. Seeds are being
planted in places y,ou know not
15
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and they shall begin to germinate and grow and therein the
truth shall reach unto hidden
places throughout the world. Be
most kind to one another for the
bombardment is great indeed.
I rest my hand upon you. Walk
gently and speak carefully that
your words carry truth and
proper
meaning
to
your
thoughts. Many shall come.. .let
us turn none to the side through
careless comments.. .let us welcome ALL that they may come
to know TRUTH.
Salu
I AM SANANDA
IN GOD’S SERVICE
********
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HATONN:
The subject of this Journal is an
ongoing outlaying of that .which
has come. upon *you--it is our
“commission ’ given forth by
God Creator and our commitment unto Him and that unto
Creation to set the records to
straight so that the truth is
known in the final days. But
oh, blessed brothers--it needs
not be the “final da s” for that
is the BIGGEST LI 6 OF ALL
AGAINST YOU DECEIVED
ONES OF INNOCENCE--YE
WHO HAVE TRIED TG FOLLOW THAT WHICH YOU
PERCEIVED
AND
ACCyEoPUTRED
AS TRUTH, FtgIvD
TEACHERS
LEADERS--HOW
COULD
YOU KNOW THAT THEY
WERE DISINFORMED FROM
EVIL SOURCES? MAY GOD
GIVE HELP TO ALLOW
YOUR VISION TO CLEAR
THAT WE MIGHT WALK
TOGETHER
IN TURNING
ABOUT THIS BEAST AND
CLEAR
IT
FROM
THE
#5 & 6

ATON:
. ..AND
YE HAVE
GIVEN
HEMLOCK UNTO My CHZLDREN IN THZNE COMMUNION CUPS--IN
My NAME
HAVE YE CORRUPTED
THE

HAVE DONE IN MY NAME.
GREAT
SORROW
SHALL
PREVAIL UPON THE LANDS
IN THE FINAL
DAYS
OF
THE CLEANSING.
WHO
WZU
COME
WITH
WHO
W$Fo WwyUK
ME?
WITH
ME?
SHARE
OF THE
SWEET
COMMUNION
WITH
ME?
YOU
WHO
HAVE
PATHE
TIENTLY
OBEYED
yHgS
OF GOD DESPITE
PERSECUTION
THEREFORE
WILL YOU BZi
PROTECTED
BY ME, FROM
THE
TIME
OF
GREAT
TRIBULATION
AND TEMP%NtgNiJPoi7Hiiii!
woWk%
TO TEST EVERYONE ALIVE.
LOOK I AM COMING
SO
YE do
LIGHTED
TRUTH
HOLD
TIGHTLY
TO THE
LITTLE
STRENGTH
YOU
HAVE--SO
THAT NO ONE
WILL
TAKE AWAY
YOUR
CROWN.

EARTH”

results will be if the
peoples of the world do not put
a stop to it VERY SOON.
We are given information on the
following very important topics:
Mental health among your U.S.
troops -- Is U.S. sending soldiers to the Persian Gulf in
chains? -- What is Baker hiding?
-- This is another NO-WIN
WAR. -- Israel: ‘Vengeance is
mine’ -- Support our troops--get
us out of the Middle East! -Political Zionism is born -Weakness in Israel’s military -Israel’s racists policies and arms
industry -- The role of Communism in Israel -- Zionists
simply eliminate opposition -Doubles, robotoids and replicas
-- Executive Orders and The
Protocols--how they are already
controlling
our lives, today -Blood and destruction behind
the curtain of American sponsored censorship.
CONSTITUTION

KIT

For those who want to know
how they can help save our
Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information
about our government and the
Constitution to help in preserving our freedoms. The kit
is available to individuals or
roups for $8.00 er kit, or for
520 POST PA1rp with RAPE
OF THE
CONSTITUTION
book mcluded.
PHOENIX
PUBLISHER

EXPRESS
TO SPEAK

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

Geor e Green lecture Saturda
Marc% 23. 2-5 PM. Cost $7. &
er person
Rickey’s
ouse 4219 El
Camino Hd 2
NE cbmer of El Camino and
b harleston , Palo Alto, CA
Ballroom
Camino A Room
complex (Behind Hugo’s Market)

This book is MUST reading for
anyone who desires to know the
TRUTH about the causes of the
war in the Middle East and what
the DRASTIC
“HELL
ON

ALSO: Sunday March 24, 2-5
PM Berkeley Conference Center, 2105 Bancroft 2nd Floor,
Host Room, Berkeley, CA,
$44:) 49 l- 165 1 to reserve a
.

SHROUDS OFTHE
SEVENTH SEAL--THE ANTICHRIST WHORE OF
BABYLON
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From Here To Armageddon
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Hell
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Privacv In a Fishbowl
Cry ofThe Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Rava e, Pillage and
Plunder of the 5 hoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Sla The Dragon
The Naked Pzloenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds of The Seventh Seal-The Bitter Communion
ghh rt)oenlx Express Vol’ s I &
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III
& IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’ s V &
VI ($15)

The Phoenix Exnress Vol’ s VII
& VIII ($15)
A
TNhAeLpriceis $10 er JOUREXEXCEPT &.IG
PRESS) 16 % discount on orders
of 4 or more. California residents add 6.75% sales tax. Add
shi pin , UPS $3.25 and $1.00
eat R a%ditional or U.S. Mail
$2.50 for first title and $1.00
each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
Escpress is $20 per 13 ISSUES
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